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BOLSHUNOV AND NEPRYAEVA SWIFT AS HARES
DE FABIANI 2nd IN VAL DI FIEMME’S TOUR DE SKI

Bolshunov first and de Fabiani second in the men’s 15km classic mass start
Nepryaeva wins the women’s 10km mass start ahead of Hennig
Tomorrow the sprint and on Sunday the Final Climb in an enchanting Val di Fiemme

Blue sky, sunshine, lots of snow and an Italian athlete, Francesco de Fabiani, on the podium in today’s race in Val di Fiemme. The only ingredient missing was the crowd, since the event had to take place behind closed doors. Today’s men’s 15km classic mass start was the first race of the weekend in Val di Fiemme. It was a tactical race until a great Francesco De Fabiani tried to break away from the pack and challenge the “Red army” on the sixth and final lap. The first part of the race featured one bonus points sprint and one bonus seconds sprint, won by France’s Richard Jouve and Russia’s Alexander Bolshunov respectively. On the sixth lap, Francesco de Fabiani of Italy seized an opportunity and began to pull away, closely shadowed by Bolshunov and Chervotkin. De Fabiani must have thought “Better off alone…” when he once again tried to break away on the “Zorzi” climb. De Fabiani entered the downhill towards the Cross-Country Stadium ahead of Bolshunov, but his skis were no match for the “MiGs” worn by the Russian, who delivered another quick finish to secure his fifth victory in the Tour de Ski. De Fabiani finished second: “This mass start is my race. I wanted to improve my second place of 2019, but it didn’t work. I’m a bit bothered, I’ll need to change strategy because this one doesn’t work with Bolshunov and Klӕbo”. The rockets worn by Sasha Bolshunov made the difference today. Third place to Alexey Chervotkin who will regret the penalty he received during the stage in Val Müstair.
In the women’s mass start, Diggins and Brennan of the United States had to limit the attacks of the “Russian army” led by Stupak. Diggins took the lead and set the pace in the first part of the race, followed by Russia’s Nepryaeva and Sorina as well as by a pack of Swedish athletes led by Andersson and Svahn. Svahn was given the all-clear to compete after she had tested positive on an antigen test and negative on a PCR test ultra-rapidly carried out by the organisation.
Diggins lost ground after the bonus seconds sprint won by Andersson. Brennan was far behind, while Nepryaeva and Germany’s Hennig, who finished third last year, gained ground and joined the lead pack. The lead pack was completed by the Swedes, who, as announced in the previous days, were ready to take the lead on the “Brink” climb. But it was the Russian team who struck the coup de grâce on the last lap, thanks to Nepryaeva, who was able to clinch the victory. Diggins finished ninth 24 second behind, while Stupak was eighth, 15 seconds behind. Brennan finished over 2 minutes behind the leader.
The first day of racing in Val di Fiemme is in the books. Alexander Bolshunov still leads the overall standings with 2:37 over France’s Maurice Manificat and 2:47 over Russia’s Ivan Yakimushkin. De Fabiani is now 11th. As for the women, Diggins maintains her lead in the overall standings ahead of Yulia Stupak (55 seconds behind) and Frida Karlsson (1:42 behind). Tomorrow’s stage 7 of the Tour de Ski features the classic sprint qualification at 10.30 am and the finals at 1:05 pm. On Sunday there will be the traditional Final Climb on Alpe Cermis, last stage of the Tour de Ski.
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com" www.fiemmeworldcup.com

Download immagini TV: broadcaster.it

Men’s 15 km classic Mass Start
1 BOLSHUNOV Alexander RUS 41:33.7; 2 DE FABIANI Francesco ITA 41:35.5; 3 CHERVOTKIN Alexey RUS 41:37.4; 4 SEMIKOV Ilia RUS 41:40.4; 5 pf YAKIMUSHKIN Ivan RUS 41:41.3; 6 pf BRUGGER Janosch GER 41:41.3; 7 MELNICHENKO Andrey RUS 41:43.3; 8 SCHUMACHER Gus USA 41:45.1; 9 MALONEY WESTGAARD Thomas IRL 41:48.0; 10 MANIFICAT Maurice FRA 41:48.6 

Women’s 10 km classic Mass Start
1 NEPRYAEVA Natalia RUS 30:35.5; 2 HENNIG Katharina GER 30:37.9; 3 ANDERSSON Ebba SWE 30:39.6; 4 STADLOBER Teresa AUT 30:42.1; 5 MATINTALO Johanna FIN 0:42.7; 6 PARMAKOSKI Krista FIN 30:45.4; 7 ZHAMBALOVA Alisa RUS 30:49.2; 8 STUPAK Yulia RUS 30:50.6; 9 DIGGINS Jessie USA 30:59.5; 10 KIRPICHENKO Yana RUS 31:02.8 

Tour de Ski – Men’s standings
1 BOLSHUNOV Alexander RUS 2:57:09; 2 MANIFICAT Maurice FRA +2:37; 3 YAKIMUSHKIN Ivan RUS +2:47; 4 SPITSOV Denis RUS +2:50; 5 MALTSEV Artem RUS +3:17

Tour de Ski – Women’s standings
1 DIGGINS Jessie USA 2:25:02; 2 STUPAK Yulia RUS +0:55; 3 KARLSSON Frida SWE +1:42; 4 ANDERSSON Ebba SWE +1:45; 5 HENNIG Katharina GER +2:06 


